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1. General 

 

Before the Uruguay Round was launched, many developing countries had tried to 

resist the inclusion of new areas like trade in services and trade-related intellectual 

property rights as they believed agreements in these areas would be against their 

interests as they would not have the capacity to gain from them, whist they and their 

local companies would stand to lose.    

 

Despite this reluctance, services became a part of the Round on the understanding that 

developing countries would gain in other areas, especially in enjoying more market 

access for their goods in agriculture, textiles and clothing and other areas in which 

they have comparative advantage.  

 

In the meanwhile, there are many problems and potential problems associated with 

GATS, including the imbalances in the agreement, the unequal outcome of benefits 

and costs, the continuous pressures (through successive rounds of negotiations) for 

developing countries to liberalise and the narrowing of options for governments in 

taking measures in services, or in operating public services. 

 

   

2. Lack of data, making an assessment of GATS effects difficult  

 

The Uruguay Round negotiations on services sector were conducted without the aid of 

data that could enable participants to understand the full implications and make some 

judgments of the costs and benefits of what was being negotiated. The area of services 

has lacked even the kind of rough data comparable to that on directions of trade in 

goods which is used to make a rough assessment of the value of concessions given 

and exchanged in negotiations in the goods sector. For most developing countries, 

therefore, when it comes to the services negotiations, it has been like a case of 'a 

blindfolded person in a dark room chasing a black cat'.   (Raghavan 2000). 

 

The issue of lack of data came up several times in the Uruguay Round negotiations, 

but up to now it has not been resolved.  Yet the major countries have continued the 

push for further negotiations and binding commitments without countries being able 

to make a proper assessment of the costs and benefits of entering into further 

commitments (and obligations). Thus, there is a danger of developing countries being 

asked to make further commitments and agree to market openings without being 

sufficiently able to assess the implications. 

 

The lack of data is also hindering the ability for a meaningful assessment to be carried 

out on the effects of the services agreement on developing countries generally and on 

individual countries.  The developing countries, however, are still not clear on how 

the assessment could be done and on what basis.  Unfortunately, developing countries 
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do not, individually or collectively, have the capacity even to undertake national-level 

assessments.   Thus the issue of lack of data and of the need for proper assessments at 

both the international and national levels need to be resolved.  Until these are 

resolved, there is little basis for demanding further liberalisation commitments from 

developing countries as there is no  evidence that the previous round of liberalisation 

has been of benefit, nor that further liberalisation will be of benefit to them, whereas 

there is clear evidence of the imbalances. 

 

 

3.  Imbalances in services outcome, with little reciprocal benefits to South   

 

There is an inherent imbalance in the services agreement .  This is due to the vast 

difference in services capacity between developed and developing countries.  Most  

developing countries hardly have any supply capacity services sector for export to the 

developed countries. Thus the opportunities in GATS have opened mainly for the 

developed countries as the developing countries undertake the liberalization of 

services imports.  There has been no effective commensurate benefit to the 

developing countries in the way of liberalization commitments of the developed 

countries in the services sector. This is clear in the lack of meaningful offers in Mode 

4. This imbalance was accentuated by the accelerated negotiations in the financial 

services and telecommunications sectors. 

 

In sum: 

 

 Within the services trade, there are imbalances in the distribution of benefits 

between industrialized and developing countries. The commitments 

undertaken in GATS do not reflect the interests of developing countries in 

terms of commercially meaningful sectoral and modal coverage. 

 

 Developing countries have not derived benefits through scheduled 

commitments from their industrialized-country partners in terms of Article IV 

and Article XIX of GATS (Mashayekhi 2000). 

 

 

Since the two sides have unequal capacities, therefore if the two sides are to be treated 

equally, there will be an unequal outcome.  For example, if a developed and a 

developing country were to commit to liberalise Mode 3 in banking, theoretically 

each country’s banks can invest in the other;  but in practice the banks of the 

developing country are too small to establish themselves in the developed country.  

However the developed country’s  banks can overwhelm the local banks in the 

developing country. 

 

This is quite unlike the case of goods, where developing countries have more export 

possibilities, and there is greater likelihood of a balance in trade in goods.  

 

 

4. Supply constraints and barriers to services exports of developing countries 

 

In the implementation of GATS, developing countries face structural problems 

hindering their ability to export services.   As an UNCTAD study put it:  "The efforts 
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of developing countries to develop services as a major export item and contributor to 

development and to penetrate the world market for services have faced considerable 

barriers.  These include barriers to market access and national treatment, as well as 

difficulties in market entry caused by anti-competitive practices, subsidies and so 

forth." (UNCTAD 1999: p9). 

 

Among the major supply constraints that prevent the building of a competitive 

service sector in developing countries are the lack of the following factors:  human 

resources and technology to ensure that professional and quality standards are met; 

telecommunications infrastructure;  a national strategy for export of services; 

government support to help service firms, especially small and medium enterprises; 

an increase in financial capacity of firms; and a presence in major markets; and the 

ability to offer a package of services.  (UNCTAD 1999a: p5). 

 

Among the barriers to market access discouraging exports from developing countries 

from entering the developed countries are:  lack of commitments on movement of 

natural persons (resulting in limits to access to intra-corporate transferees, strict and 

discretionary visa and licensing requirements; lack of recognition of qualifications);  

prohibition of foreign access to service markets reserved for domestic suppliers;  

price-based measures (discriminatory airline landing fees and port taxes, licensing 

fees);  subsidies granted in developed countries that have an adverse impact of 

developing-country exports;  technical standards and licensing with restrictive effect;  

discriminatory access to information channels and distribution networks;  and 

practices of mega firms.  (UNCTAD 1999a: p7). 

 

Anti-competitive structures and practices also affect developing-country exports.  

Many markets for services are dominated by a few large firms from developed 

countries and a number of small players.  As a result, in most service sectors, the 

larger operators face little effective competition as the size of the next tier of 

competitors is so small.  For example, 80 per cent of the market in tourism belongs to 

Thomson, Airtours, First Choice and Thomas Cook.  Service providers from 

developing countries are mainly small and medium sized, and they face competition 

from large service multinationals with massive financial strength, access to the latest 

technology, worldwide networks and a sophisticated information technology 

infrastructure.  The trend in mergers and acquisitions and strategic alliances has 

exacerbated this high degree of concentration. Studies by UNCTAD on health, 

tourism, air transport and construction have highlighted the possible anti-competitive 

impact of these new business techniques.  For example, vertical integration between 

tour operators and travel agents creates considerable market power that puts 

competitors at a disadvantage.  The structure of distribution channels and information 

networks in several service sectors has also shut out competition.  For example, in 

tourism and air transport the strategic global alliances and global distribution systems 

have restricted competition and become major barriers to market entry by developing 

countries.  (UNCTAD 1999a: p6-8). 

 

 

5.  GATS Flexibilities and Special treatment for developing countries  

 

Given this inequality in supply capacity, the developing countries were reluctant for 

services to be treated the same way as goods.  During the Uruguay Round 
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negotiations, they asked for and established in the GATS several safeguards and 

flexibilities.  

 

1.  The GATS model is based on the "positive-list" approach, i.e., countries list their 

liberalization commitments in a particular sector or sub-sector (subject to limitations 

on MFN, national treatment, etc.) in their country schedules. Except for these, they 

retain autonomy and were not subject to any further specific commitments. 

 

There were, however, attempts in the Uruguay Round, in the beginning and again 

towards the end, to have a "negative-list" approach, i.e., everything would be 

liberalized in terms of market access, except where specific limitations or exceptions 

were listed in a country schedule. Such attempts were not accepted. 

 

2.  In the present GATS architecture, a developing country thus has the following 

flexibilities: 

 

(a) To decide whether to enter any sector in its schedules.  Thus, sectors can be 

excluded. 

(b) If a sector is included in the schedule, the country can decide the extent of 

liberalization to commit in that sector, in each of the 4 modes.  Restrictions 

and limits can be placed, for example restrictions on equity in mode 3.  

 

3.  Negotiations are based on the bilateral request-offer modality.  Countries can make 

requests.  However, it is up to each developing country to decide how to respond.  

The country can make as much or little in offers as it deems appropriate to its 

interests. 

 

4.  Additional “special and differential treatment” clauses have been established in 

GATS and in subsequent documents that clarify that developing countries should be 

allowed to liberalise less than developed countries and to choose their own pace of 

liberalization.    

 

Article IV of GATS, “Increasing Participation of Developing Countries” has three 

sub-paras: 

 

Para 1 states that the increasing participation of developing country members 

shall be facilitated through specific commitments by different Members, relating to 

(a) strengthening of their domestic services capacity and its efficiency and 

competitiveness; (b) improvement of their access to distribution channels and 

information networks and (c) the liberalisat9on of market access in sectors and modes 

of supply of export interest to them. 

 

Para 2 states that developed country members shall establish contact points to 

facilitate access of developing country members’ service suppliers to information on 

aspects of supply of services, recognition of professional qualifications and 

availability of services technology. 

 

Para 3 states that “special priority shall be given to the LDC members in 

implementation of pars 1 and 2.  Particular account shall be taken of the serious 
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difficulty of the LDCs in accepting negotiated specific commitments in view of their 

special economic situation and their development, trade and financial needs.”  

 

Article XIX (2) of the GATS, provides that “the process of liberalization shall take 

place with due respect for national policy objectives and the level of development of 

individual Members, both overall and individual sectors. There shall be appropriate 

flexibility for individual developing country Members for opening fewer sectors, 

liberalizing fewer types of transaction, progressively extending market access in line 

with their development situation and, when making access to their market available to 

foreign services suppliers, attaching to such access conditions aimed at achieving the 

objectives referred to in Article IV”.  

 

The Guidelines and the Procedures for the Negotiations on Trade in Services 

(S/L/93), dated 28 March 2001, which is the main document guiding the present 

GATS negotiations, contains relevant provisions in Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 11 and 12.  

 

Paragraph 2 states the negotiations shall aim to increase the participation of 

developing countries in trade in services.  There shall be appropriate flexibility foe 

individual developing country Members, and special priority shall be granted to 

LDCs. 

 

Para 3 states that “the process of liberalisation shall take place with due respect for 

national policy objectives, the level of development and the size of economies of 

individual Members, both overall and in individual sectors.  Due consideration should 

be given to the needs of small and medium sized service suppliers, particularly those 

of developing countries.  

 

Paragraph 4 states that “the negotiations shall take place within and shall respect the 

existing structure and principles of the GATS, including the right to specify sectors in 

which commitments will be undertaken and the four modes of supply”.  

 

Paragraph 11 establishes that “liberalization shall be advanced through bilateral, 

plurilateral or multilateral negotiations”, but then makes clear that “the main method 

of negotiation shall be the request-offer approach”.  

 

Paragraph 12 (in the section on modalities and procedures) reiterates the same 

elements contained in the GATS paragraph XIX (2).   It states: states that “there shall 

be appropriate flexibility for individual developing country members for opening 

fewer sectors, liberalizing fewer types of transactions, progressively extending market 

access in line with their development situation, and when making access to their 

markets available to foreign service suppliers, attaching to such access conditions 

aimed at achieving the objectives referred to in Article IV.”  

 

 

6.  Does the degree of liberalization matter for development? 

 

Developed countries advocate for developing countries the fastest and broadest 

liberalization in services. Institutions such as the World Bank also encourage or 

pressurize developing countries to liberalise services so that they can become more 
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efficient.   However it is wiser for developing countries to take a cautious approach 

towards services liberalization.     

 

There are several reasons why it is important for a developing country to maintain or 

expand beyond a certain degree of local participation (including ownership and 

control) over services. During the colonial period, the foreign firms were able to 

control a large and overwhelming share of the services sectors in many countries, 

including the financial and distribution sectors. Following independence, governments 

took measures to increase the share of citizens in services.  There developed 

significant local ownership and control in banking, insurance, construction, wholesale 

and retail trade, transportation, professional services, etc. Governments tended to have 

monopolies in railways, telecommunications, water, postal services, energy and 

power resources.  When these were privatized or partly privatized, or when private 

companies were allowed to compete in these areas, local companies were among 

those that took up local shares.  The increased participation of local firms and persons 

usually developed with the assistance of the government, including preferential 

treatment to locals and restraint over the growth of foreign companies. 

 

Presently, services sector is in many developing countries the largest sector, and it is 

the area where local firms have larger participation and are better able to compete, as 

compared with the manufacturing sector.  While it is important to upgrade technology 

and techniques, this can often be done by the local firms including through importing 

modern technology.  It does not necessarily require that large foreign firms take over, 

in order for a country to have modern and efficient services. 

 

While there are benefits to foreign investment, there are also costs, and thus a 

balance is required.  The services sector usually produces services that are “non-

tradables”.  Thus, there is significant foreign exchange loss associated with foreign 

service providers, as there is an outflow of profits, while most of the output is for 

local use.    

 

For strategic and security reasons, it is also important that there be local control 

over several services sectors, including water, electricity, finance, 

telecommunications, etc.  To avoid or cushion financial crises, there should also be 

significant local participation in banking, insurance, etc. 

 

Public services that meet basic needs, such as water, education, health and electricity, 

should also be carefully guarded.  Primary importance should be placed on meeting 

the needs of the public, especially the poor. 

 

 

7.   Need for a comprehensive national services plan 

 

Developing countries need to have a comprehensive national services master plan, in 

order that there be a coherent policy framework.  Based on such a plan and 

framework, the country can formulate positions to take in its national interests, 

whether in the WTO or in a possible FTA. 

 

Among the issues to resolve in such a services plan is the degree of local and of 

foreign participation in the various sub-sectors, and the development of each sub-
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sector.  Strategic and public consideration has to be given to key sectors such as 

finance, telecommunications, water, health services.  

 

Many countries do not have such a comprehensive plan.  At best they have a plan for 

subsectors, such as financial services or health services.  

 

Before such a services plan is established, it would be premature for a developing 

country to make broad or deep commitments in GATS on a wide range of sectors.  

Once a commitment is made, it is difficult to withdraw or modify it, unless the 

country is prepared to give adequate compensation.  Thus, if a country were to later 

find it has made a mistake in making some of its commitments, or it later decides it 

would like to develop the capacity of local firms in particular sectors in which it has 

made commitments, it would face serious difficulties in attempting to modify the 

relevant commitments.  In other words the commitments in GATS are constraints to 

policy options in the future.   

 

Thus, a country may decide that it is ready to liberalise and allow greater foreign 

participation in a number of sectors.  This could be undertaken autonomously, without 

necessarily binding the liberalization in GATS, thus allowing for the policy space to 

reverse the policy to some extent if circumstances change. 

 

This policy flexibility would be eroded through the complementary approaches being 

proposed.   

 

 

8. The Challenge of Proposals in the WTO on Benchmarking or Complementary 

Approaches 

 

The GATS architecture is more friendly to developing countries (compared to other 

agreements such as TRIPS) as commitments apply only in sectors offered by the 

country (the "positive list" approach) and to the chosen extent of liberalisation as 

entered in each country's  schedules.  This allows each country to liberalise at its own 

chosen pace and at levels in the various sectors which they believe to be appropriate.  

There is the principle of "progressive liberalisation" rather than a minimum standard 

of liberalisation, and Article XIX inscribes "appropriate flexibility" for individual 

developing country Members for opening fewer sectors and liberalising fewer types 

of transactions."   

 

The architecture of GATS, especially its development aspect, is coming under 

immense challenge from the proposals for benchmarking or in more recent 

terminology, “complementary approaches.” 

 

Under this approach, countries would be required to liberalise in a certain number of 

key sectors.  Other proposals are that developing countries would be required to bind 

in the GATS the present level of liberalization that they have, and then bring the 

liberalisation further.   These proposed changes would, if accepted, affect the present 

architecture of the GATS Agreement, and violate the bottom-up and positive-list 

approach.    
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The proposals on this new approach have come from among others the EU, Japan, 

Australia, Korea and Taiwan. 

 

The common theme of these papers is that under the “complementary methods”,  

developing countries would have to commit to liberalise a significant number of 

sectors and to “deepen” the liberalisation by removing restrictions, under the GATS.   

 

Particularly targeted is liberalisation of “commercial presence”, or Mode 3 of the 

GATS.  The developing countries are asked to open up a minimum percentage of sub-

sectors for participation of foreign service enterprises and providers.  Some proposals 

called for developing countries to bind existing levels of actual liberalisation, and then 

go further by committing to liberalise even more deeply. 

 

The following are some reasons why the proposals are counter to the development 

principles and spirit of the GATS and the current negotiating mandate. 

 

1.  The proposals are counter to the GATS positive list approach, in which 

members can choose which sectors to make commitments in, and to what extent.   

Through the benchmarking system, the freedom of choice is significantly eroded 

because members are obliged to make commitments in a number of sectors out of a 

total number to be decided on.  Thus, members have to make commitments in sectors 

which they may otherwise choose not to.  For example, if the sectors are chosen, and 

developing countries are asked to make commitment in five or six:  This would mean 

that a country that did not intend to commit in any of these sectors, or in only a few, 

would now be obliged to commit in many extra sectors.  The argument that the 

country still has a choice of which sector to commit in, is inaccurate since there is a 

mandatory minimum number of sectors.  In the current positive list system, no 

minimum number of sectors or minimum level of liberalization is specified.  Thus a 

most important type of flexibility is eroded.   

 

 

  

There is also a violation of Article XIX (2) of the GATS, provides that “the process of 

liberalization shall take place with due respect for national policy objectives and the 

level of development of individual Members, both overall and individual sectors”.  

This is because developing countries are forced to liberalise in more sectors and in 

greater depth than they might otherwise choose to do.  

 

2.  The proposals are counter to the flexibility of the request and offer 

negotiating method.   In this system, members are free to make requests of a 

member.  The member can choose what response to make in the form of offers to the 

requests.  The negotiations are on a bilateral basis.  This flexibility allows a member 

to receive requests and to respond in a manner suitable to its own national 

circumstances and interests.   There is no pressure to conform to any mandatory 

standard or level.    The “multilateral” benchmarking approach on the other hand 

overturns this request-offer approach by requiring developing countries to meet 

standards that are set higher than deemed appropriate by them. 

 

3.  The proposals will result in serious loss of policy space and policy flexibility in 

relation to the ability of developing counties to make binding commitments that 
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are lower than the actual levels of liberalization.  At present developing countries 

can keep a space between the actual level of liberalization and the committed level.  

This “space” is important:  in case circumstances or policies change, the country is 

able to backtrack to the extent required.  This policy space would be lost through the 

proposals that require the developing countries to “bind” the present levels of 

liberalization of various sectors by making commitments in GATS to at least equal 

the present levels (“status quo”) and then go further.  

 

4.  The proposals will require developing countries to undertake far heavier new 

commitments under this Round than the developed countries.  Under the 

proposals, developing countries would be obliged to commit in a lower percentage of 

sectors than developed countries.  But since the developed countries have already 

made commitments in more sectors, the proposals are clearly targeted at the 

developing countries.  

 

For example, if ten key sectors are selected for “benchmarking”, then developed 

countries may be asked to make commitments in 8 or 10 sectors, developing countries 

in 5 or 6, and LDCs in 3 or so sectors.  

 

However since developed countries have already liberalized in most of the sectors 

(except in relation to mode 4), they are not required to do anything further, or much 

more.  In contrast, developing countries may not have made much offers in the 

sectors, and would have to make heavy new commitments.   

 

The developed countries would get a Round for free in services, whereas the 

developing countries would have to pay heavily. 

 

 

This would violate the substance and spirit of Article XIX (2) of the GATS, which 

states that “There shall be appropriate flexibility for individual developing country 

Members for opening fewer sectors, liberalizing fewer types of transaction, 

progressively extending market access in line with their development situation.” 

 

5. The proposed approach would also make it difficult or impossible for domestic 

services enterprises and suppliers in developing countries from maintaining their 

position in their own domestic markets.   This is because developing countries 

would have to liberalise in more sectors and to a deeper extent than they would 

otherwise choose to do according to their national condition and the capacity of their 

domestic suppliers.  The outcome would be lower participation of developing 

countries’ suppliers in their own markets, let alone the world market.   

 

This would be counter to GATS Article 4 on increasing participation of developing 

countries, and to the Guidelines which states in  Paragraph 2 states “the negotiations 

shall aim to increase the participation of developing countries in trade in services.  

There shall be appropriate flexibility foe individual developing country Members, and 

special priority shall be granted to LDCs.”   It is counter to the spirit of Para 3 which 

states that “the process of liberalisation shall take place with due respect for national 

policy objectives, the level of development and the size of economies of individual 

Members, both overall and in individual sectors.  Due consideration should be given 
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to the needs of small and medium sized service suppliers, particularly those of 

developing countries.  

 

6.  The proposals are also not within the scope of the Doha mandate, and not in 

the spirit of the Guidelines for the services negotiations in the Doha programme. 

 

Suggested Positions on Proposals 

 

1. There should not be the artificial creation of an atmosphere of “crisis” in the 

services negotiations.  This “crisis atmosphere” is being generated to put pressure on 

developing countries to accept the new multilateral approach.  Instead, there should be 

respect for the principles an structure of GATS that allow developing countries to 

choose what sectors to commit in, and the extent. 

 

2. A more positive approach by developed countries would be for them to increase 

their commitments in sectors and modes of export interest to developing countries, 

particularly  Mode 4. 

 

3. The present request-offer method is adequate and appropriate and should not be 

replaced by other methods.  The term “complementary” should not be used for what is 

in fact the replacement of the bilateral request-offer system with a mandatory system 

of minimum standards.  

 

4. The proposals for “benchmarking” and complementary methods cannot be accepted 

and should not be further pursued.  Further pursuit would cause complications for the 

negotiations. 

 

 

9.  Services chapters in FTAs  

 

Many developing countries have attempted to make use of the flexibilities in GATS, 

to choose their own pace and sectors to liberalise.  They have been cautious to 

increase their binding commitments in the WTO, as (1) they are worried about the 

possible consequences, especially since it is difficult to backtrack even if the 

commitment turns out to be an error;  (2) they are unable to benefit from the 

liberalization of other countries, due to supply constraints (and due to continued 

protection of the labour market in the North) and thus if they were to themselves 

liberalise, they would have more costs than benefits;  (3) they are within their rights to 

choose whether to liberalise, in which way, and in which sectors, if at all. 

 

Developed countries have been frustrated by what they perceive as the slow 

movement by developing countries in the WTO.  The reason for their frustration is 

that services now comprise the largest sector, and their big services enterprises are 

pushing to have access to the markets of the developing world.   The developed 

countries are now seeking the use the FTA mechanism to accelerate the liberalization 

process in developing countries. 

 

In the typical US FTA, the more development-friendly architecture of GATS is 

abandoned.  Instead of the GATS’ positive list approach, the US FTA (for instance 

with Singapore and Chile) adopts the negative list approach, in which all sectors are 
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committed for liberalisation, except those that have been put on the “negative list”, 

with reservations as to which category of liberalization is being exempted.  This 

reduces the policy space for developing countries, as there is increased pressure to 

liberalise, since in this approach the country has committed to liberalise unless it 

specifically places an exception in the schedule in the annex.   It is difficult for a 

country to be able to list all the possible exceptions that it seeks.  If due to ignorance 

or lack of foresight, a country mistakenly does not inscribe the sector or activity in the 

annex, it would be a costly error indeed.    

 

The US-FTA chapter on cross-border services covers cross-border supply of services, 

but does not cover commercial presence or investment (known as Mode 3 in GATS), 

as this is covered (with its own dispute settlement system) in the investment chapter 

of the FTA.  However, the annexes in the services chapter with reservations covers 

the exceptions for services sectors from commitments relating to both the services and 

the investment chapters. 

 

The definition of “Cross-Border Supply of Services” in the US-Singapore FTA is the 

supply of a service: 

 

a) From the territory of one Party into the territory of the other Party.  For 

example,    a consultant located in one country giving advice to a client located 

in another country by mail, phone or internet service. (This is similar to Mode 

1 or cross-border trade in GATS),  

b) In the territory of one Party by a person of that Party to a person of the other 

party.  (This is similar to “consumption abroad” or Mode 2 in GATS, for 

example a student from Singapore traveling to the US to attend university). 

c) By a national of a Party in the territory of another Party. (This is movement of 

persons, similar to Mode 4 in GATS).  

 

The non-inclusion of the investment dimension of services does not mean that this 

aspect (the most prominent one in GATS) is absent.  It is covered instead as part of 

the investment chapter, in which the rights of the foreign investor are very clearly 

spelt out.     

 

The chapter covers measures by a Party affecting cross-border trade in services by 

service providers of the other Party.  Some articles also apply to measures affecting 

the supply of a service by an investor or investment of the other Party as defined in 

the investment chapter.  Such measures include the production, distribution, 

marketing, sale and delivery of a service; purchase or use of a service; access to 

distribution, transport or telecommunications in connection with supply of a service; 

and provision of a bond or security as condition for supply of a service. 

 

The main principles and provisions include:  national treatment for the foreign service 

suppliers; most favoured nation treatment; and market access (where both parties 

agree not to impose limitations on the other party’s number of service providers, on 

the total value of service transactions or assets, on the total number of service 

operations and on the total number of natural persons employed in a particular service 

sector. 
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There are also provisions on freedom for transfer of funds and payments, on domestic 

regulation, transparency and professional services.   

 

The exception clauses are interesting.  Existing non-conforming measures that are 

maintained by a Party are to be laid out in an annex, and these can be continued and 

renewed.  Another annex lays out amendments to any non-conforming measure, “to 

the extent that the amendment does not decrease the conformity of the measure as it 

existed immediately before the amendment.   The items in these annexes are 

exempted from the national treatment, MFN, market access and local presence 

provisions.  The implication is that the existing measures that do not conform to these 

provisions are allowed to be exempted but the level of their “non-conformity” can 

only be decreased, and cannot be increased.  This implies that there the existing 

“applied” levels of liberalization are notified and a “standstill” is imposed, in that the 

degree of liberalization can be decreased but not increased.   

 

Should this be the clause in an FTA, then a developing country party would give up 

the flexibility and policy space that is presently available in GATS, to be able to 

liberalise unilaterally in certain services sectors, yet not “bind” the full degree of that 

liberalization.  Having a distance between the “applied” and the “bound” levels allows 

a country to experiment, with the possibility of backtracking, should it be necessary to 

do so.     

 

The US-Singapore FTA excludes application of the chapter to -“services supplied in 

the exercise of governmental authority….which is supplied neither on a commercial 

basis nor in competition with one or more service suppliers”.  (Article 8.2.5.b) 

 

As pointed out by Sangeeta (2005), neither of the criteria is defined. This provision is 

the same as Article 1 in GATS, which has been the subject of controversy.   Many 

service sectors involve the public interest and thus are delivered by governments 

through a mixed system that is wholly or partly funded with a minimum charge being 

paid by consumers, but tightly regulated by governments at the central, regional and 

local levels. Often these systems co-exist with other private for-profit delivery 

systems. Following the criteria above, these systems would fall outside the purview of 

the exclusion and be subject to the terms of the agreement unless expressly reserved.  

 

For example in Malaysia there are public hospitals which are funded by the 

government with consumers paying for their treatment according to their income, with 

some being subsidized.  Could it be argued that this system is providing treatment on 

a commercial basis? There are also private hospitals which provide the same 

treatment as public hospitals and in a way are competing for the same patients. As a 

consequence the health service sector (it can be argued) may not fall within the 

exception. As many of the essential public services may not be eligible for exclusion, 

foreign service providers will likely be able to access public interest sectors such as 

water, health, education, national parks, and pension funds.  These providers are 

likely to target only the profitable sectors or the higher income earners. Consequently 

not only does the government lose income but it may also be saddled with having to 

provide the less profitable service sectors or subsidizing low income earners who 

cannot afford the prices of foreign service providers. 

(Sangeeta 2005). 
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In the US-Singapore FTA, a provision on Domestic Regulations, measures relating to 

qualification requirements and procedures, technical standards and licensing 

requirements are to be “based on objective and transparent criteria” and should be 

"no more burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of the service".  

 

Besides the investor-state dispute settlement process in the investment chapter, the 

FTAs also have a general dispute settlement mechanism, which allows a government 

to claim that a law or policy of the other country is inconsistent with the FTA 

obligations or the other party has failed to fulfill its obligation or a benefit expected 

from the agreement is being nullified and impaired as a result of a measure not 

inconsistent with the Agreement.  The dispute process requires initial consultations, 

and if that fails, it must be referred to a dispute panel of three agreed trade law 

experts. The Panel can declare that a Party to the agreement has not conformed to its 

obligations. In effect the infringing law would have to be eliminated or compensation 

be paid. Parties can also under certain conditions take retaliatory action suspending 

benefits of equivalent effect. Trade sanctions taken by a small developing country 

against U.S. will hardly make a difference but if positions were reversed the 

developing country’s economy would be affected.  (Sangeeta 2005). 

 

 

Special chapters and targeting of key sectors in FTAs, i.e. finance and 

telecommunications 

 

In US FTAs with developing countries, there are usually special chapters on financial 

services and telecommunications, two of the most important and sensitive service sub-

sectors.   The FTAs with Singapore and Chile, for example, have these special 

chapters.   

 

The financial services chapter in the US-Singapore FTA applies to investors and 

investments as well as cross-border trade.  Besides the usual principles of national 

treatment and MFN, the market access clause states that measures by a Party shall not 

impose limitations on the number of financial institutions, the total value of financial 

service transactions, the total number of financial service operations and the total 

number of natural persons employed; nor should the parties restrict or require specific 

types of legal entity or joint venture.  Each Party shall also permit a financial 

institution of the other Party to supply any new financial service that is permitted to 

its own institution.  There are also liberalization clauses for cross-border trade and 

senior management and boards of directors. 

 

There are also annexes of “non-conforming measures” similar to the chapter on 

services in general, as well as general exceptions. 

 

There are generally similar clauses on financial services in the US-Chile agreement. 

 

In the chapter on telecommunications in the US-Singapore FTA, there are provisions 

to ensure that enterprises of the other Party have access to and use of any public 

telecommunications transport networks and services offered in the country.  There are 

other provisions with obligations on parties to ensure that suppliers of telecom 

services provide interconnection with facilities of suppliers of public 

telecommunications services of the other Party, and additional obligations regarding 
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treatment by major suppliers, competitive safeguards, unbundling of network 

elements, co-location, resale, interconnection, pricing of leased circuit services etc.   

There are also provisions relating to independent regulation and privatization, 

universal service, licensing process, allocation and use of scarce resources, etc. 

 

To meet the requirements and obligations desired by the US in the financial services 

and telecommunications chapters, a typical developing country partner would have to 

very significantly re-orientate its policies on these two key sectors, with also 

significant consequences.     

 

 

(Paper presented at the UNDP Geneva Dialogue on Trade Policy, Yverdon-les-Bains, 

Switzerland, 29 September-1 October 2005.) 

 

 

 


